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Abstract—Rigorous engineering of safety-critical Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) requires integration of heterogeneous modeling methods from different disciplines. It is often necessary to view this integration from the perspective of analyses – algorithms that read and change models. Although such analytic integration supports formal contract-based verification of model evolution, it suffers from the limitation of analytic dependency loops. Dependency loops between analyses cannot be resolved based on existing contract-based verification. This paper makes a step towards using rich architectural descriptions to resolve circular analytic dependencies. We characterize the dependency loop problem and discuss three algorithmic approaches to resolving such loops: analysis iteration, constraint solving, and genetic search. These approaches take advantage of information in multi-view architectures to resolve analytic dependency loops.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-physical systems (CPS), such as self-driving cars and autonomous drones, often operate in critical contexts and therefore require rigorous up-front engineering methods. The model-driven engineering (MDE) community has been developing formal approaches to designing and verifying systems to provide guarantees on performance, safety, and other critical qualities [1] [2]. For example, recent research on collision avoidance proposes various analysis and verification techniques to guarantee an absence of collisions [3] [4] [5].

One important aspect of CPS design is using heterogeneous types of analysis to evaluate and evolve designs. For example, reliability analysis can evolve a design so that its elements have sufficient redundancy [6]; scheduling analysis can allocate computational elements to processors [7]. In reality, there are many analyses that are applied to CPS designs and one particularly challenging aspect is how to integrate, or order and properly apply, these analyses. Such analytic integration can be done by verifying logical conditions in order to control changes made to models [8]. In particular, prior work showed that verification based on analysis contracts can prevent errors caused by stale or missing information by determining which analyses must be redone, and in which order. The analytic perspective is convenient when model evolution patterns are simpler than patterns for model structure and behavior.

One of the problems that arises during analytic integration are analysis dependency loops – circular dependencies among several analyses that make it impossible to order these analyses in a sound way. Such loops may happen when analyses from different domains are developed independently but operate on the same design aspects, such as sensor infrastructure. For example, reliability analysis may change the number of sensors based on failure probabilities, and trust analysis may adjust the number of sensors to mitigate against malicious attacks on sensors. How can we conduct these analyses and be sure that we have sufficient sensors? Such dependency loops cannot be overcome with previous work using analysis contract specifications [9] and render the methodology inapplicable.

One way to resolve analysis dependency loops is to bring in a more detailed model of the system and analyses, making the dependency description better understood. In previous work we have advocated for the use of component-based (i.e., architectural) models to separate engineering into independent components and to assemble the components together [4] [10]. In this paper we take the first step to combining architectural and analytic approaches to CPS design. We take advantage of rich architectural models – multi-view descriptions and component types – to provide several approaches to resolving analytic dependency loops. Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:

- A characterization of the problem of analytic dependency loops.
- Three algorithmic approaches to resolve dependency loops automatically, and a qualitative analysis of their applicability, strengths, and weaknesses.

Specifically, we examine analysis iteration, constraint solving, and genetic search as potential approaches to resolve dependencies, showing the cases in which each approach may best apply. Iteration and search rely on multi-view mappings to produce valid architectural models, and constraint solving uses a library of architectural types to set up constraint problems on architectural models.

The paper is organized as follows. The next section reviews the related work on CPS modeling and analysis. We then describe and exemplify the problem of circular analysis dependencies in Sec. III. In Sec. IV we propose three approaches to resolve such dependencies and discuss the approaches’ qualities. We wrap up the paper by describing future research directions in Sec. V.

II. RELATED WORK

Recently several research efforts in architectural modeling have achieved substantial progress in MDE. Results include
composability and provability using component interfaces and contracts [11] [12] [13], rich simulation using multiple computational models [14], platform-based verification and reuse [15] [16], graph-based mapping and consistency between cyber and physical models [17], and semantic validation using logical metamodeling [18] [19]. These methods do not enable reasoning about how designs are modified throughout the engineering lifecycle. At best, there are tools like DESERT [20] for exploring the design space, but these do not support consistent evolution of a set of models. As a result, the integration of heterogeneous CPS models has to be maintained manually, which is tedious and error-prone.

The problem of dependency loops has been considered in many contexts. For example, dataflow systems that consist of concurrent actors may deadlock due to dependency loops among actors [21]. The authors develop a specification approach called causality interfaces for actors that helps resolve the loops. However, whether the causality interface approach can be applied to model-based analyses remains an open research question. Another approach is using game-theoretic models to synthesize proof of contract causality [9]. This method relies on detailed game models that may be difficult to obtain for heterogeneous domains where analyses often originate.

Existing research on analyses [22] [8] and change-driven transformations [23] applies formal reasoning at the level of analysis algorithms, which is distinct from architectural models. One aspect of this reasoning is identifying dependencies between analyses and ordering their execution to respect these dependencies. So far this body of work has only considered tree-shaped analysis graphs that do not have cycles [8]. The developed tools, e.g., ACTIVE [24], would not be applicable for circularly dependent analyses, which are more likely to be discovered as more domains are incorporated into the framework of analysis contracts. Our work identifies the potential ways to deal with such circularities.

Several dependency management methods address interactions in different parts of system design. For example, Qamar has developed a cross-domain dependency management approach that keeps track of dependent model variables in their designs across disciplinary and instrumental boundaries [25]. Another example is a multi-view architecture description language with dependency links to ensure consistency among views [26]. Such approaches focus on discovery and representation of dependencies and do not deal with algorithmic cycles directly. Our work therefore can be seen as a next step in automation of change and dependency management.

III. ANALYTIC DEPENDENCY LOOPS

In this section we describe the problem of analytic dependency loops in detail. First we present a car model to ground the discussion and describe two example analyses from the reliability and security domains. Then we formalize several foundational concepts that help us characterize analytic dependency loops.

A. System Example

To illustrate circular dependencies between analyses, let us consider the internal digital system of a self-driving car.
model security concerns in the trustworthiness view \( V_{\text{trust}} \) (see the left half of Fig. 2) that contains components \( C_{\text{trust}} \) that may be compromised by a malicious attacker – sensors and controllers – and a bus connector \( CN_{\text{trust}} \) with data read and write operations.

Reliability of the system should be considered because safety is affected when components randomly fail (e.g., due to manufacturing defects). The reliability view \( V_{\text{fmea}} \) (see the right half of Fig. 2) contains physical components \( C_{\text{fmea}} \) that may fail – sensor devices, threads, electronic control units (ECUs) – and physical network connectors and buses \( CN_{\text{fmea}} \). View \( V_{\text{fmea}} \) focuses on such concerns as component probabilities of failure \( P_{\text{fail}} \), failure propagation among individual components, and failure effects. For instance, if the speedometer fails in Fig. 1, the controller will not have an accurate measurement of speed. However, this can be overcome by inferring the approximate speed from values delivered by a position sensor such as GPS. If, on the other hand, both lidar and C2C fail, there is no way for the controller to obtain the locations of obstacles, which is likely to result in a critical failure. Thus, different configurations of system failure (also known as failure modes [6]) may have different likelihoods of effects on the system.

The views \( V_{\text{trust}} \) and \( V_{\text{fmea}} \) are related to each other through view-to-view mappings of components: \( R_{V'}^A \subseteq A \cup A \times A \cup A \cup A \). Component \( c_1 \in C_{\text{fmea}} \) is considered mapped to \( c_2 \in C_{\text{trust}} \) when \( (c_1, c_2) \in R_V^A \), and analogously for connectors. Some components such as ECUs in \( V_{\text{fmea}} \) do not have a counterpart in \( V_{\text{trust}} \), so the views are not full abstractions of each other as they are required to be in some approaches (e.g., structural consistency [33]). However, in our example, it is important that sensors and controllers are mapped to each other in both views: every sensor and controller considered for trust needs to be considered for failure, and vice versa. Hence we will use the following condition of consistency:

\[
\forall c_1 \in S_{\text{trust}} \cup R_{\text{trust}} \exists c_2 \in S_{\text{fmea}} \cup R_{\text{fmea}} \cdot (c_1, c_2) \in R_V^A \land \forall c_2 \in S_{\text{fmea}} \cup R_{\text{fmea}} \exists c_1 \in S_{\text{trust}} \cup R_{\text{trust}} \cdot (c_1, c_2) \in R_V^A.
\]

where

\[
S_{\text{trust}} \cup R_{\text{trust}} \subset C_{\text{trust}} \land S_{\text{fmea}} \cup R_{\text{fmea}} \subset C_{\text{fmea}}.
\]

The views and relations constitute a full architectural model \( M \) of the system: \( M \equiv (V_{\text{trust}}, V_{\text{fmea}}, R_V^A) \). Outside the formal boundaries of \( M \) we define component and connector types \( T \) to reuse common aspects of components. Types specify relevant properties such as Trust and \( P_{\text{fail}} \), and formally are domains of these functions. For example, a component type could describe a lidar device from a particular supplier and its characteristics. Formally, types are assigned to components and connectors with a typing function \( T : C \cup CN \rightarrow \{T\} \) that maps an architectural element to a subset of types. This way we can specify and reuse types separately from systems.

B. Analyses and Contracts

Architectural views undergo continual change as engineers search for a design that satisfies the requirements. Often design exploration and refinement relies upon algorithms and tools, which read and change models. We call such tools analyses [22] [8]. Many analyses originate in different domains and make implicit interdependent assumptions about each other. For example, real-time scheduling assumes that there is sufficient electrical power for every processor at all times. At the same time, battery design process requires that computations do not consume more power than the battery can reasonably provide. Such analytic assumptions need to be explicitly considered and reconciled. Let us consider two analyses from the fields of sensor security and system reliability respectively:

- **Trustworthiness Analysis.** \( A_{\text{trust}} \) [34] modifies the system to ensure that in case of a malicious attack on sensors the system can still function within acceptable error margins. This is achieved by considering a particular attacker profile and determining the necessary number of sensors of each kind. \( A_{\text{trust}} \) operates over \( V_{\text{trust}} \).
- **Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA).** \( A_{\text{fmea}} \) [35] determines failure modes and their probabilities. We consider a version of FMEA that redesigns the system so that it does not have critical failure modes (i.e., those where the system is unsafe) with likelihood more than some threshold \( \alpha_{\text{fail}} \). \( A_{\text{fmea}} \) operates over \( V_{\text{fmea}} \).

In previous work [36], we considered \( A_{\text{trust}} \) and \( A_{\text{fmea}} \) to be integrated without dependency cycles. However, this is not a realistic solution: as more analyses are considered, cyclic dependencies are increasingly likely to occur, and cannot be avoided without significantly changing the analyses. Therefore, in this paper we consider \( A_{\text{trust}} \) and \( A_{\text{fmea}} \) to be separate but dependent on each other (as we elaborate later), thus introducing a cyclic dependency that needs to be addressed.

Formally, analysis \( A \) is a function that has system designs as its domain and codomain: \( A : M \rightarrow M \). Many analyses including \( A_{\text{trust}} \) and \( A_{\text{fmea}} \) operate only on their specific view \( V \), in which case we can restrict an analysis to this view: \( A : V \rightarrow V \). In this case executing, or applying, an analysis \( A \) to a system model \( M \) requires two steps:

1. Obtaining \( A(M) \) and making it the new system under design.
2. Restoring consistency among views in \( M \).

In our example each analysis modifies its own view, which means in step 2 the changes need to be propagated to the other view. This can be done using mapping \( R_{V'}^A \) following existing approaches like change propagation [37] or model synchronization [38]. Although re-establishing view consistency is an important part of analysis the workflow, we do not concentrate on it in this paper.

An important assumption of our work is the idempotence property \( \tilde{A}(\tilde{A}(V)) = \tilde{A}(V) \). Both analyses that we consider in this paper are idempotent because they directly address a particular quality attribute, and do not modify the system if the attribute is already satisfied. We rely on idempotence in Sec. IV to resolve dependency cycles. Applicability of the discussed resolution techniques to non-idempotent analyses will be considered in the future work.
Following [8], for each $A$ we define analysis contracts as tuples of inputs $I$, outputs $O$, assumptions $A$, and guarantees $G$: $C_A \equiv (I, O, A, G)$. For simplicity we will write $A.I$ meaning $C_A.I$. Therefore we have the following contracts:

\[ C_{\text{trust}}.I = \{ S, \text{Place}, \ldots \} \]
\[ C_{\text{trust}}.O = \{ S, \text{Trust} \} \]
\[ C_{\text{trust}}.A = \ldots \]
\[ C_{\text{trust}}.G = \text{"system is trustworthy"} \]
\[ C_{\text{fmea}}.I = \{ S, P_{\text{fail}}, \alpha_{\text{fail}} \} \]
\[ C_{\text{fmea}}.O = \{ S, \ldots \} \]
\[ C_{\text{fmea}}.A = \ldots \]
\[ C_{\text{fmea}}.G = \text{"system is reliable"} \]

We limit our discussion in the rest of the paper to $A_{\text{trust}}$ and $A_{\text{fmea}}$. However, in a typical engineering context there may be dozens of analyses from heterogeneous domains that have dependencies. For example, control analysis may determine whether a control algorithm satisfies control requirements such as rise time and percent overshoot [39]. Schedulability analyses such as binpacking and frequency scaling [22] determine the capacity behind the control algorithm to compute outputs in time, but at the same time depend upon the quantity of control computation and communication.

According to Eqs. 3 both $A_{\text{trust}}$ and $A_{\text{fmea}}$ modify the set of system’s sensors $S$, meaning that these two analyses have a circular dependency on each other. This makes it impossible to find a valid sequence of their execution based on just their contracts. Therefore we need to study the nature of analytic dependency loops closer.

**C. Dependency Loops**

To characterize the dependency loops precisely, let us introduce several formal definitions for analyses, dependencies, and dependency loops between analyses. First, two analyses are dependent if inputs of one have commonalities with outputs of the other.

**Definition 1:** Analysis $A_i$ is dependent on analysis $A_j$, denoted $d(A_i, A_j)$, if $A_i.I \cap A_j.O \neq \emptyset$.

Second, a dependency loop is a chain of analysis dependencies where the last element depends on the first one. The smallest dependency loop is a pair of mutually dependent analyses.

**Definition 2:** Analyses $A_1 \ldots A_n$ form a dependency loop, denoted $\text{Loop}(A_1 \ldots A_n)$, if:

\[ d(A_1, A_2) \land \cdots \land d(A_{n-1}, A_n) \land d(A_n, A_1) \]

Eqs. 3 indicate that $\text{Loop}(A_{\text{fmea}}, A_{\text{trust}})$. A dependency loop makes it impossible to use the graph-based ordering algorithm [8] to find a sound sequence of analyses because analysis contracts do not have sufficient specification to resolve the dependency. Therefore we explore other ways to resolve loops. Our ultimate goal is to “skip” the loop and find a design that would theoretically satisfy the loop. Such a design, when fed into each of the analyses, would not change. This situation resembles the fixed point concept from numeric analysis [40], hence we adapt definitions from that field.
Definition 3: A system model or view M is a fixpoint of an analysis set \( \mathcal{AN} \), denoted \( M \in \text{FP}(\mathcal{AN}) \), if \( \forall A \in \mathcal{AN} \cdot A(M) = M \).

From Def. 3 it follows that a fixpoint M satisfies the guarantees of all analyses in \( \mathcal{AN} \). This is a necessary, but not sufficient, condition: a model may satisfy all guarantees of an analyses, but not be a fixpoint because the analysis may still modify the model (e.g., to optimize it further). We define models that satisfy all guarantees of an analysis as its candidate fixpoints. Also, a fixpoint may not satisfy some assumptions because analyses may exclude their fixpoints from the applicability set since no further changes are possible or needed.

Now consider a set of analyses \( \mathcal{AN} \) and a system model M. Below are several mutually exclusive cases for fixpoints. These cases support two goals: First, they will help us qualitatively evaluate techniques for dependency loop resolution, which we present in the next section. Second, knowing the case of a particular loop narrows down the available techniques, thus streamlining the resolution of this loop.

C1 Strong convergence: a fixpoint exists and is reachable by any sequence of analyses. This may happen when there are two analyses and their changes to the system do not practically overlap.

C2 Weak convergence: a fixpoint exists and is reachable by some sequence of analyses. This is more likely to be the case when there are several analyses and they interact differently depending on their order of execution.

C3 Weak divergence: a fixpoint exists but is not reachable by any sequence of analyses. E.g., there is a stable alternation between two designs with two analyses.

C4 Divergence: a fixpoint does not exist, but at least one candidate fixpoint exists.

C5 Strong divergence: no candidate fixpoints exist: no model satisfies a conjunction of guarantees of all analyses.

Now that the problem of analytic dependency loops is formally defined, we proceed to the methods of its resolution.

IV. Resolution of Dependency Loops

The goal of dependency loop resolution is, given a system M and a set of circularly dependent analyses \( \text{Loop}(\mathcal{AN}) \), to find such analysis \( A' \) that would produce a fixpoint of \( \mathcal{AN} \):

\[
A'(M) \in \text{FP}(\mathcal{AN}).
\]

This problem has two sub-parts: finding a fixpoint and verifying that a given model is a fixpoint. For the former, we are not looking for a mathematically optimal solution or a specific fixpoint because system design is often done via satisficing [41] rather than optimizing. Many aspects of design are poorly quantifiable: supplier availability and negotiation, diverse qualities of the system, component compatibility, and so on. Therefore we prefer an acceptable suboptimal design to an exhaustive search of a design space that is often unbounded or too large. For the latter part however, we do require an accurate approach, otherwise analysis results may be unsound and potentially lead to design errors.

For further discussion consider the application of \( A_{fmea} \) and \( A_{\text{trust}} \) in several specific contexts. Assume that two types of sensors are given: A and B. A is trustworthy but unreliable, and B is reliable but untrustworthy – these characteristics are specified in the sensors’ architectural types. The specific calculations of aggregates do not concern us at this moment, and we abstract reliability and trustworthiness as boolean properties.

First let us consider the convergence situation. Tab. I shows the evaluation of a sensor configuration for the convergence situation. Each line represents a configuration of the system in terms of sensors. ABB is the desired fixpoint configuration that is both trustworthy and reliable. As Fig. 3 indicates, the alternating analyses converge on the fixpoint.

Similarly, Tab. II and III represent divergence with and without a fixpoint respectively. Fig. 4 shows an alternation situation where ABB is not trustworthy and AAB is not reliable, and analyses keep alternating between designs without converging on an existing but unreachable fixpoint AABB.

To achieve practical dependency resolution we consider three methods: analysis iteration, constraint solving, and genetic search.

Analysis Iteration. This method iteratively searches for a fixpoint by applying analyses to the model in some sequence, similarly to a method of numeric computation of functional
The tenency propagation algorithm is efficient since it is run after every iteration.
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Contract-guided sequence: only analyses with satisfied assumptions are applied; from those, analyses with unsatisfied guarantees are given a priority. Selection may be random or lexicographical. Another to enhance analysis iteration is to define a partial order on each view, and apply analyses that move the views towards the goal. Analysis iteration can also be used as an accurate fixpoint verification method for C1, C2, C3 and candidate verification for C4 in accordance with Def. 3.

An advantage of analysis iteration is that it is simple and does not require extra specification. In particular, for Tab. I and 

Fig. 3 iteration would converge on the AABB model given a starting point of A or B. For larger models however iteration is computationally expensive, may not converge, and its success may depend heavily on the starting model: there are cases when iteration converges when started from one model but not from another. Therefore, we suggest two other approaches.

Constraint solving. This method searches for a fixpoint by constructing a constraint satisfaction problem and feeding it to a solver. We can use Satisfiability Modulo Theories (SMT) [42] as an example of a constraint solving approach. To set up a constraint problem, one needs to translate relevant architectural types from the model (denoted $SMT(M)$) and analysis guarantees into problem constraints using an existing theory (e.g., integers or reals). The set of sensors under search would become an underspecified part of the satisfaction problem, so that a solver can find its valuation that satisfies constraints. For instance, constraint solving would find AABB in Tab. II/Fig. 4, but analysis iteration would not find a path to it. Constraint solving would also demonstrate absence of a fixpoint in Tab. III/Fig. 5, although it would only explore within the given bounds.

Constraint solving can be successfully used to find a fixpoint in C1, C2, C3, find candidate fixpoints and demonstrate absence of fixpoints in C4, and demonstrate absence of candidate fixpoints in C5 – as long as a constraint problem can be constructed and a (candidate) fixpoint lies within the constraints. The possibility of constructing a constraint satisfaction problem depends on the particular solving framework. For instance, SMT does not yet have theories for calculating real numbers. Unfortunately, constraint solving cannot verify fixpoints because it does not directly execute analyses; nevertheless, it can verify candidate fixpoints. For instance, in the case of SMT if $SMT(M) \land \neg G_1 \land \cdots \land \neg G_n$ is UNSAT then the M is a candidate fixpoint, at least within the checking bounds. We can overcome the checking bound limitation with the next cycle resolution approach.

Genetic search. This method executes for a system model M obtaining $A_1(M) \cdots A_n(M)$ and deriving hybrids among the architectures, in a way similar to crossover in genetic algorithms [43]. For two analyses $A_{fmea}$ and $A_{trust}$, the set of candidates is $A_{fmea}(M) \oplus A_{trust}(M) \cup A_{fmea}(M) \cap A_{trust}(M)$, where $\oplus$ is an exclusive OR over sets. Genetic search may find fixpoints in C1, C2, C3, and C4. Genetic search may be particularly useful in cases where the fixpoint is outside the bounds of constraint solving but can be reached by a mutation. For instance, if AABB were outside of the constraint checking bounds in Tab. II/Fig. 4, genetic search would still have a chance to find this model.

A special case of genetic search for the case of two models crossover – merging models – can be useful in cases where constraint solving is not: crossover may find a candidate that does not satisfy some guarantees or constraints. Such candidates may provide insights to engineers that would lead to relaxing inappropriate constraints or finding important subspaces of the design space. Merging would rely on view-to-view mappings to achieve consistency in the produced architectural models. We expect merging to be practically limited to sets of components because merging connectors may lead to combinatorial explosion due to non-determinism of where connectors attach. Another drawback of genetic search is that it cannot perform fixpoint verification, and therefore it should be paired with another method like iteration. Thus, non-determinism of genetic search is both its strength and weakness.

All three methods and their expected applicability are summarized in Tab. IV. The constraint solving column assumes that a constraint problem can be formulated in one of the existing theories. This table indicates that no single method can capture all possible dependency cases, and their combination is necessary to provide a robust solution to this engineering problem. We have shown that even for two analyses, $A_{trust}$ and $A_{fmea}$, the circular case may be different, which would lead to different approaches being fruitful.

This section explored solutions for the relatively simple example of two mutually dependent analyses, $A_{trust}$ and

### TABLE III. STRONG DIVERGENCE, EXAMPLE OF C5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensors</th>
<th>$G_{trust}$</th>
<th>$G_{fmea}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AB</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABB</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAB</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AABB</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBB</td>
<td>$\times$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAAB</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
<td>$\checkmark$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5. Example workflow of analyses for strong divergence. See legend in Fig. 3.

For practical application of analysis iteration it is crucial that the consistency propagation algorithm is efficient since it is run after every iteration.

---

6For practical application of analysis iteration it is crucial that the consistency propagation algorithm is efficient since it is run after every iteration.
TABLE IV. SUMMARY OF APPLICABILITY FOR LOOP RESOLUTION METHODS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Analysis Iteration</th>
<th>Constraint Solving</th>
<th>Genetic Search</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Find C1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify C1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find C2</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify C2</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find C3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify C3</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Find C4</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Verify C4</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect C5</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A\textsubscript{fmea}. In a more complex case many analyses depend on each other and make interrelated and often vague assumptions. One may use other ways to deal with this complexity. For example, one may think of re-writing several analyses as one monolithic multi-analysis with algorithms encapsulated. This approach has a benefit of being simple and more controllable (e.g., additional optimization can be applied during consolidation), however it is more fragile because the constituent analyses cannot be reused individually or combined in a different fashion. Instead, our contract-based approach emphasizes more general modular composition, formal verification, and scalability for larger numbers of analyses.

V. FUTURE WORK AND CONCLUSION

This paper explored the challenging problem of resolving analysis dependencies. As we showed, these dependencies often cannot be resolved using contract specification and needs extra description, such as architectural types and mappings. We sketched and exemplified three approaches to cycle resolution: iterative execution, constraint solving, and genetic algorithms. We expect these descriptions and approaches be applicable to other domains and analyses (e.g., cost-benefit analysis of architecture) in our future work.

An important future work direction is implementing and integrating dependency resolution algorithms into our architectural and analytic framework [24]. The tools would need access to architectural styles and analysis descriptions to perform the intended functions. A major step is a design of a general API so that dependency resolution can be extended with new techniques. An implementation of dependency resolution would also be helpful to demonstrate practical feasibility of our cycle resolution techniques. This implementation can be further enhanced in several ways. One is concurrent execution of different techniques and aggregation of their results. Another way to enhance loop resolution is to combine it with optimization and search for optimal fixpoints.

We envision our work to be more general and systematic than ad hoc analysis integration, so empirical validation is essential. We have previously formalized a number of scientific and engineering domains: real-time CPU scheduling, electrical and thermal analysis of batteries [8], reliability, sensor security, and secure control [36]. To demonstrate the generality and effectiveness of the described cycle resolution techniques we will revisit these domains to discover circular dependencies, which we previously designed away. Beyond that, we plan to look for realistic CPS projects to investigate the effect on analytical cycles on larger system designs.

An even deeper level of integration between the analytic and architectural approaches would involve using system invariants during analysis execution. Currently, satisfaction of system invariants is a concern orthogonal to analytic execution. One way to use invariants is to discharge analytic assumptions with them, instead of verifying the assumptions directly. Similarly, one can use analytic guarantees to discharge system invariants after running an analysis. We hope that this would lead to a significant reduction of verification time and effort. We expect that bringing analyses and architecture closer together would lead to a cohesive and versatile toolbox of domain integration tools that can be applied in various engineering contexts, such as aerospace, automotive, energy, and medical CPS.
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